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EDITORIAL
Outstanding JASMS Manuscript Reviewers,
2009–2010In my 2009 Editorial (“Rantings of an AssociateEditor: A Plea to Manuscript Reviewers,” J. Am. Soc.Mass Spectrom. 2009, 20, i–ii), I requested that more
of our readers become reviewers for JASMS. Further-
more I suggested that current reviewers be more re-
sponsive to requests to review papers and to be more
prompt with their reviews. I am happy to say that the
feedback from our readers has been overwhelmingly
positive, and more volunteers have been added to our
database of potential reviewers.
Moreover, as promised in the 2009 Editorial, our
“best” reviewers were invited to a dinner with our
Editorial Board members at the recent 2010 ASMS
Conference held in Salt Lake City. Professors Ryan
Julian (University of California, Riverside), Gavin Reid
(Michigan State University), and Chrys Wesdemiotis
(University of Akron) were named as our top perform-
ing reviewers for 2009–2010. Ryan, Gavin, and Chrys
are model reviewers, as they reviewed more than their
fair share of manuscripts, and they submitted their
comments in a very timely fashion.
We need more reviewers like Ryan, Gavin, and
Chrys. They treat the papers they agree to review in a
manner that they would wish for their own JASMS
Gavin Reid and Michael Gross (photo courtesy of Susan
Weintraub).
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doi:10.1016/j.jasms.2010.07.006manuscripts. We challenge others in our review com-
munity to be as responsible and responsive as the three
top reviewers for 2009–2010.
Ryan Julian and Michael Gross (photo courtesy of Susan
Weintraub).Chrys Wesdemiotis.
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ass Spectrometry.
ii LOO J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2010, 21, i–iiEveryone cannot accept every review request he or
she receives, and this is understandable. If you are
unable to review, however, please inform the Editor
promptly. You might be surprised to know that some
manuscripts require contacting six or more potential
reviewers before even two agree to review. You can
imagine how much time is required just to find two
reviewers for our submissions; thus, a prompt reply
expedites the process. On top of that, we generally
request a 2-week turn-around time for reviews, but
I’m sure we still have reviewers who only start to
read the manuscript 2 weeks after receipt of the
paper.I realize that I am still ranting after my initial pleas.
So I’ll back off and thank Ryan, Gavin, and Chrys for
their service to help make JASMS an outstanding
journal for our community. I hope to see our top
reviewers for 2010–2011 at next year’s ASMS Confer-
ence, where the editors and editorial board will
congratulate them for their service to JASMS over
good food and drink.
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